HEALTH & WELLNESS PROTOCOLS THE LONG CENTER:

The safety of our patrons, artists, and staff is always our top priority. As such, we have implemented new health and wellness protocols to allow the community to continue to enjoy live performances and shared creative experiences safely.

Effective immediately, while Austin is in Stage 5, the Long Center will be requiring the following to attend all INDOOR events:

A printed copy of a negative COVID-19 test result obtained within 72 hours (3 days) of the event for all patrons aged 12 and older. In lieu of a negative test, a patron can voluntarily provide printed proof of full COVID-19 vaccination, with final vaccine dated at least 14 days prior to the event. Printed negative test results or proof of vaccination must be dated with your full name matching your ID. Masks must be worn at all times except while actively eating or drinking.

For Long Center socially distanced OUTDOOR events on our H-E-B Terrace, a negative COVID-19 test result is not required. However, masks must be worn at all times except while actively eating or drinking.

For larger OUTDOOR events that utilize the Long Center’s lawn, additional public health & safety measures may be implemented, including negative COVID-19 tests. Masks must be worn at all times except while actively eating or drinking.

This policy is in accordance with local public health recommendations and will be in place while Austin is in Stage 5. We will notify ticket holders of any updates to this policy as the health environment changes, including in Know Before You Go emails and on our website.